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NEW CRITERIA FOR FREENESS IN ABEL1AN GROUPS

BY

PAUL HILLÍ1)

ABSTRACT.  A new criterion is established for an abelian group to be

free.   The criterion applies to an ascending chain of free subgroups.   The

result is used to construct groups that are almost free but not free.   In par-

ticular, we construct examples that show that  the class of free abelian groups

is not definable in the logical language  L        if K < N2.   In doing so, we take

advantage of a recent theorem of P. Eklof.

1.   Introduction and preliminaries.   Unless specified otherwise, our notation

and terminology agrees with [3] and/or [4].   There are two well-known criteria

for the freeness of countable abelian groups, one due to L. Pontryagin and the

other a result of E. Specker (see, for example, [3]).   Pontryagin's theorem has

been generalized in [8] as follows.   The generalization applies to groups of arbi-

trary cardinality.

Theorem 1.1 [8].   If the abelian group  G is the union of a countable chain

of pure subgroups  G ,   then  G is free if G    is free for each n.

Several other criteria for the freeness of abelian groups have been established

recently.   For example, P. Griffith [6] has proved that a torsion-free group is free

if it is the extension of a free group by any subgroup of a totally projective

/>-group.   More noteworthy at the time it appeared, although simple proofs exist

now in   [l] and [12], was the result of G. Nö'beling [13] that the bounded functions

from any set S to the integers  Z  form a free abelian group with respect to point-

wise addition.   Thus, in view of Specker's theorem, if  B  denotes the subgroup of

IIZ  consisting of the   "bounded sequences", then any countable extension of B

in  UZ  is free.   Therefore, if Hom(G, Z)  separates the elements of  G in a cer-

tain way, then  G  must be free.   The final criterion for freeness that we shall men-

tion in the introduction is one established by the present author in [10].

Theorem  1.2 [10].    Let p be a limit ordinal of cardinality not exceeding

Kj.   Let
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G0 Ç Gi £■• A  Ga £   •••  ' a </X'

2>e aw ascending chain of free subgroups of G,   indexed by the ordinal p..   If the

conditions

(1) Ga = Ua<^Ga when ß is a limit,

(2) G = Ua,MGa,

(3) \Ga\ <  Kj,

are satisfied, then G is free provided that Ga  /Ga zs   Nj-/ree /or eac^  a-

What might at first seem an unusual consequence of Theorem 1.2 is that it

leads to the construction of some interesting groups that are not free.   In fact,

Theorem 1.2 yields a large class of K2*free groups that are not free.   In § 4, we

shall see that there is a close connection here with some questions in infinitary

logic.   P. Eklof has established necessary and sufficient conditions for an abe-

lian group to be  L     -equivalent to a free abelian group for any infinite cardinal k.

The formulas of the language  L       are constructed from function and relation

symbols by

(i) taking conjunctions over arbitrary sets of formulas,

(ii)   applying the negation symbol,

(iii)   quantifying over sets of variables of cardinality less than   k.

It is well known that the class of free abelian groups is not definable in  LoaK

when  k = K„,  and Eklof has used an example of Griffith to prove that the class

of free abelian groups is not definable in  LtxK for k =  X,.   One of the main pur-

poses of this paper is to improve again the recent result of Eklof.   We shall show

that the class of free abelian groups is not definable in   L        for k = N-.   Further-

more, we venture the following.

Conjecture.   For no positive integer n  is the class of free abelian groups

definable in  L_with k = K   •
°°K n

As we have indicated, the preceding conjecture will be verified herein only

for n < 2.   The procedure used to prove the conjecture, of course, is to construct

a nonfree abelian group G that is equivalent in  L       to a free abelian group.   In

producing such a group G,  a theorem like Theorem 1.2 comes into play.   However,

as it stands, Theorem 1.2 is not strong enough to yield the desired example.   Thus

we need to establish further results in the direction of Theorem 1.2.   This is ac-

complished in the next section.   We remark that these results are of considerable

interest in their own right.   Indeed, they are properly interpreted as uniqueness

theorems.   In § 3, the main uniqueness theorem (Theorem 2.3) is used to establish

an existence theorem.   The existence theorem (Theorem 3.1) then applies directly

to verify the conjecture concerning L ooK for k = K 2 in § 4.
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2. The uniqueness theorem: a criterion for freeness. For simplicity of ter-

minology, hereafter "group" will mean "abelian group". We shall frequently use

the notion of a smooth chain.

Definition 2.1.   An ascending chain

G0 £ Gl £ ••■ £Ga£---  . a <rt>

of groups, indexed by an ordinal p, is smooth if Go = Ua<gGa whenever ß is a

limit ordinal less than  p.

Using the preceding definition,  we recast Theorem 1.2 in a new and slightly

stronger form.

Proposition 2.1.   Let

G0 £ Gl £ ••• £  Ga£  •••  . a <P.

be a smooth chain of free groups, where p has cardinality not exceeding   K..   //

Ga  jGa is   V. .-free of cardinality at most   N,  for each  <x < fi, then  G = \Ja<Ga

is necessarily free.

Proof.   Since GQ is free, we can write GQ = 2¿£/ (X.).   The hypothesis im-

plies that G/GQ has cardinality at most   Kj.   Therefore, there is a subset /  of

/  such that G = H + K,   where  |K| <  Kj  and H = 2¿£. (X .).   In order to prove

that G is free, it suffices to prove that G is  N2-free.   The latter result is a con-

sequence of the following more general proposition.

Proposition 2.2.   Let G be the union of a smooth chain of free groups

GoÇGiÇ •••£ Ga9--- .     a<p.

where p is an arbitrary limit ordinal.   If Ga  ¡/Ga is X^-free for each  a < ¡jl, then

G is X -free.

Proof.   Let H be a subgroup of G  such that   \H\ < Kj.   We need to prove that

H  is free.   There is no loss of generality in assuming that   \p\ < K,   because

Go/Ga is X  -free whenever  a < ß < p..   Hence we can choose a smooth subchain

of length   N,  that contains H.   Now we define Ha = H Pi Ga,  and apply Theorem 1.2

to the ascending chain

woÇ"iÇ Hjt ••■£ Hai ■■• >      a<p,

to conclude that H = \Ja<a^a ls free.
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The existence of a nonfree N2-free group has recently been proved independ-

ently by Hill [lO] and Griffith [7].   In fact, Griffith proved the existence of an

Kn-free group for every positive integer n.   We want to choose an K2-free group

that is not free but has a good approximation by free groups.   The following pro-

visional definition is employed.

Definition 2.2.   A group G  is admissible if (1) G  is not free and (2) G is

the union of a smooth chain

Go Ç. Gi £■■• £Ga£ ••• .       » <w2,

of free subgroups Ga such that, for each  a < co2,

(a) \Ga\ < Kp  and

(b) Ga+l/Ga is Kj-free.

Two important facts about admissible groups are collected in the next the-

orem.

Theorem 2.1 ([lO], [ll]).   Admissible groups exist and they are K2'free.

Actually, only the existence is proved in [lO] and [ll], but Proposition 2.2

implies that an admissible group is  N-,- free.

We are now prepared for the following uniqueness theorem.

Theorem 2.2.   Let p be a limit ordinal of cardinality not exceeding   N      //

G  is the union of a smooth chain

GoÇG,A-A GaÇ ... ,       a<fl,

of free groups, indexed by p, such that Ga ,/Ga is admissible for each   a < /j,

then   G  is free.

Proof.   We know already from Proposition 2.2 that G  is K2-free.   However,

to prove the freeness of G,   we have to use the hypothesis that the groups

Ga j/G0 are admissible.   For each  a < p.,  let Ga+¡/Ga be the union of the

smooth chain

Aa,0iAa,lÇ---£Aa,y  C-" >        Y<"2,

of free subgroups A Q y, where Aa<y + l/A aty is Ki"free and  \Aa,y\ £ Kr

Let % denote the collection of subgroups H  oí G  satisfying the following

conditions for each  o. <jjl, where Ca= I;e/^(X.).

(i) HC\Ga= 2¿eJ(0) (X,.) for some subset /(a) of /(a).

(ii) ( H n Ga  ., Ga)/Ga= Aa y for some y depending on the choice of H.

We point out the following crucial property of the collection X.   If H £ X

and if A   is any subgroup of G having cardinality not exceeding  Kp there exists
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K e % such that K '2 (W. A)   and  \K/H\ < X,.   Without going into details, we ex-

plain this as follows.   There are at most  Nj ordinals  a with which to deal.   Fur-

ther, in the quotient   Ga+/Ga any  subgroup of cardinality  Kj   and any A a/y  can

be captured in another A a> s since  |Aay| < Nj  for each y.   Recall that y ranges

over the ordinals of cardinality at most   Nj.  Therefore we can use the back-and-

forth procedure to verify the claim concerning X.   An essential requirement here

obviously is that all the chains involved are smooth.   Clearly, the collection X

also has the property that it is closed with respect to ascending unions.   In view

of the properties of X that we have mentioned, in order to show that G is free it

remains only to prove that G/H is N2-free for each H £ X.      This suggests the

employment of Proposition 2.2.   We need a chain of free groups leading up to G/H.

Consider

(G0, H)/H C (Gj, H)/H Ç...Ç (Ga,H)/HC... ,       a < p.

By design,  (Ga, H)/H Si Ga/Gan H is free since H el   Furthermore,

«Ga+1, H)/H)/((Ga, H)/H) a (Ca+1/Ga)/Aa>y ,

which is Kj-free since Aa y+^/Aa      is  Kj-free for each y.   We conclude, by

Proposition 2.2, that G/H is N -free, and G is free.

The next two lemmas enable us to generalize Theorem 2.2 to ordinals ¡i that

are cofinal with coQ or co.   but have cardinality K2<

Lemma 2.1.   Let ¡j. be an ordinal of cardinality not exceeding  X7,  and let

A0ÇA1 C ...Ç AaC ... ,       a<n,

be a smooth chain of admissible groups.   If Aa+l/Aa is K  -free for each  a,   then

B = U     A„ is admissible.tx<p.   a.

Proof.   Since  |ju| < K2  by hypothesis and since we can replace the original

chain by any smooth cofinal subchain without losing the hypothesis, there is no

loss of generality in assuming that p < coT   First assume p. = co  .   In view of

Theorem 1.2, an immediate consequence of the definition of admissible groups is

that they have cardinality exactly  Xr   Hence B has cardinality   N2   since Aa is

admissible for each  a.   For  a < co2, let AQ be the union of the smooth chain

Aa,0^Aa,l£---£Aa,ß£---' ß < "2,

of free groups with Aa^jA^ß  X^ttee and   \Aa ß\ < N, .

Since B has cardinality   K2,  B is the union of a smooth chain
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Bo£Bi9---£BaÇ ... ,       a <co2,

of subgroups Ba such that, for each  a. < co2,  the following conditions hold.

(D  |BJ < Nr
(2) Ba£Aa-

(3) If a is isolated, Ba= Aa „  for some  /3.

(4) For all y > a,   By n ¿a=Aa ^  for some /3.

(5) For all y > a, (B^, Aa ) ¡s pure in B.

The main point in the development of the prescribed chain is that conditions (4)

and (5) are required only for  K.  different ordinals  o. when y is fixed.   We re-

mark that Aa is necessarily pure in B,   and refer to [9] for the purification (5).

Note that condition (3) implies that Ba is free since Aa ß is free.   To show

that Ba+1/ßa is Kj-free, it suffices to prove that both Sa+)//1a O ßa+1   and

AaPi Ba+/Ba are K.-free since an extension of an  K.-free group by an   K.-free

group is again K.-free.   The relations

ßa+lManßa+lS(Aa, Ba+1)/AaÇAa+1/Aa

show that Ba+^/Aa O Ba+,  is K.-free.   Furthermore, if a is isolated, then

AjBa= AjAa a is Kj-free.   If  a is a limit, then AjBa is the union of the

smooth chain

<Vßa>/ßa£<*l.ßa>/ßa   Ç    " ' ' £ <A A- ßa>/ßa £  ' ' ■  , À < <*■

Since (A^, Ba)/BaíSí A^/A^ g is Kj-free and since (A^, Ba)is pure, it follows

that Aa/Ba is  K.-free.   Thus, in any case,   (Aft n Ba+l)/Ba is  K.-free, and so

is  Ba+l/Ba.   We have shown that B   meets the requirements for an admissible

group with  it  being obvious that  B  cannot  be  free since it contains an admis-

sible subgroup.

If p < co2, the argument is modified by requiring of the groups Ba only con-

dition (1) and conditions (4) and (5) for all  y < p.   Again, it can be shown that

Ba is free and Ba+l/Ba is K^free.

The proof of the next lemma is omitted.

Lemma 2,2.   An extension of an admissible group by an   admissible group

is admissible.

Now we present the main uniqueness theorem, which is required in the

sequel.

Theorem 2.3.   Let p be a limit ordinal of cardinality not exceeding  K2

that is cofinal with  coQ or o)j.   If G  is the union of a smooth chain
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G0 £Gl i---£Ga£---  • a</"»

of free groups such that  Ga  ,/Ga is admissible for each  a,   then G  is free.

Proof.   Choose a smooth cofinal subchain

hq £ Hi £ •• -£Ha£ ••• • a <<ui, i-O or 1.

Then Ha+./Ha= G§/G     for appropriate y and 8 < ¡i.   By Lemma 2.1 and Lem-

ma 2.2, G$/Gy  is admissible, by induction on  8,  since  G§/Gy  is the union of

the chain

S+i/Gr £ S+2/Gy £ *••- Gy+»/Cy'      y + a<S,

of admissible groups when § is a limit, and  G^/G     is the extension of G$_ï/Gy

by Gg/Gg   ,   otherwise.   We can now apply Theorem 2.2 to conclude that G =

Utfa is free.

3.   The existence theorem.   To remove skepticism early about admissible

groups, we have already presented the existence theorem (Theorem 2.1) for ad-

missible groups, which is an essential ingredient for the following result.

Theorem 3.1.   There exist torsion-free groups  G satisfying the following

conditions.

(I)   G is not free.

(II)   // H is a subgroup of G having cardinality not exceeding   K ,  then H

is contained in a free subgroup F of G such that G/F is H -free.

Proof.   Although we have not mentioned this before, it should be evident that

Theorem 2.3 cannot hold for all ordinals p.   Indeed, suppose the theorem is val-

id for all ordinals p of cardinality not exceeding K  .   Using the existence theo-

rem for admissible groups, we can construct a smooth chain

Go £Gi £ •• A Ga£ ■•• >     a <Ù>1>

of free groups Ga of cardinality  K2  so that Ga+i/Ga is admissible.   There is no

difficulty with this construction since freeness is preserved at limit ordinals under

the assumption of the validity of the generalization of Theorem 2.3 to all ordi-

nals p< co..   It now becomes obvious that Theorem 2.3 must fail for p = co,  since

G = Ua<     Ga cannot be free.   If G were free, then Ga would have to be a direct

summand of G for some  a < coy   This implies that G/Ga is free and that the sub-

group Ga+1/Ga is also free.   The latter contradicts the choice of Gai.1/Ga as an
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admissible group.   We conclude:   Theorem 2.3 fails for some ordinal p <coy

Let p < co,  be the first ordinal for which Theorem 2.3 fails.   With the same

notation of Theorem 2.3, G = UasMGa is not free by the choice of p.   An essential

point is that p is not cofinal with &>0  nor co..   We claim that G  satisfies condi-

tion (II) of Theorem 3.1.   Let H  be a subgroup of G having cardinality Kj.   Since

p is not cofinal with coq  nor co.,  H  is contained in Ga for some  a < p.   To com-

plete the proof of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that C/Ga is K2-free for a< p.

Let A  be a subgroup of G/Ga,  where  |j4 | < K. •   If a < À < p., define Ax =

(G^/G^ Ci A.    Recall from Theorem 2.1 that admissible groups are K2-free.   Since

Aa+.   is isomorphic to a subgroup of G^./G^,  Aa+    must be free.   Likewise,

A. jf,/Ax  is isomorphic to a subgroup of GA+i/G\  and, therefore, is free.   The

smoothness of the chain of groups A.   implies that A = U><  A.   is free.   Thus

G/Ga is K -free, and Theorem 3.1 is proved.

4.   Freeness in L^  ,   As we indicated earlier, Eklof has established neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for a group to be equivalent in  L        to a free group,

and we are indebted to him for a preprint of [2].

Theorem 4.1 [2].   For any infinite cardinal k,  an abelian group G is L     -

equivalent to a free abelian group if and only if:   Every subgroup H of G gener-

ated by less than k elements is contained in a free subgroup  F of G with the

property that  F splits out of K  whenever FCKCG  and K/ F  is generated by

less than  k  elements.

The preceding theorem and an example of Griffith [5] imply that the class of

free abelian groups is not definable in L^ . We offer the improvement promised

earlier.

Theorem 4.2.   The class of free abelian groups is not definable in LaoK f0T

k = X2.

Proof.   Let  G  be any group satisfying conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 3-1.

Then G is not free, but G  is equivalent to a free group in 1   ^    because the

N -freeness of G'F  immediately implies the splitting condition of Theorem 4.1

when k = K2>

We can strengthen further the preceding theorem in the following manner.

Theorem 4.3.   There exist abelian groups that are not free, hut have the prop-

erty that every subgroup is equivalent in L   y,    to a free abelian group.

Proof.   We simply need to analyze closer the groups   G  that are associated

with the failure of Theorem 2.3 at the smallest possible ordinal p.   Recall that p
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is either cofinal with a>2  or else p = co,.   Thus if G    is a subgroup of G and if

H As a subgroup of G' having cardinality Kj, then H   CG    O Ga for some  a <

p.   Since  G'  n Ga is free and eye' nGa^ (C, Ga) /Ga is K2-free, the rest

follows.
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